
Death at Bishop’s Keep by Robin Paige Book Club 

1. What do you think of the 3rd person narration? 

2. Do you like Kate? 

3. Does her job as a writer of penny dreadfuls seem interesting? 

4. Do you like the quotations at the beginning of each chapter? 

5. What do you think of a job offer by an unknown aunt in England for an independent 25 year old 

American woman like Kate? 

6. Would you take it? 

7. Is the reaction to finding a recently dead body at an archaeological site odd? 

8. What do you think of Charles? 

9. Is it interesting to read about the inventions like the camera and the typewriter which were new 

then but nearly obsolete now? 

10. Do you find the family interplay between Sabrina and Bernice interesting? 

11. The family fortune should have been split between the 3 children but only Sabrina got the 

money, how does this change the family dynamic? 

12. Do you think the Order of the Golden Dawn is an interesting addition to the story? 

13. Usually the animals in mysteries are so sweet and cute, what do you think of Bernice’s dog? 

14. Do you think the police are competent in this mystery? 

15. How do you feel about the treatment of the servants? 

16. Is the death of the servant, Jenny an interesting subplot? 

17. Are the secondary characters well written? 

18. Was Bernice asking to be killed? 

19. Were you surprised that Kate was such a romantic? 

20. From the perspective of the 21st century, what do you think of investing in motor cars as 

incredibly speculative? 

21. Did you expect Aunt Sabrina to die? 

22. Are poison mushrooms a good way to kill someone? 

23. Why do you think Kate sent Mrs. Pratt to the jail in the carriage? 

24. Did you know who the killer was when Kate recognized the photograph? 

25. Should Kate have confronted the murderer? 

26. Did you like the book? 

27. Would you read more in the series? 

 


